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1er … BCE

- Farming agriculture , Anatolie , 9000 p285,p322
- Herding , Zagros Anatolie , 9000 8000 p322
- Maison brique , Anatolie , 7000 p265 afghanistan Syberie Kazakstan 6000 p323
- Fortification 6000 p285
- Conflagration 5200 p285
- Tombe Royale 4000 p285 3000 p326
- Stone tool 1 500 000 p211 ~97000 p443 , Tarim W. Chine 20000 p341
- Rock art Afrique N. 7000 p227 , Finlande Siberie 5500 p323 , Australie 10000 
p425 , Spain 5000 P425 , Anatolia 8000 p282
- Bronze 3500 p286
- Iron 1200 Anatolie , Aryan Hittite p292
- Battle-Axe 3500 (bronze) ou 1 500 000 p211
- Chariot 3000 Astew, Gobi Région (chine) p326
- Literature chine 2000 p348 8350 Cuneiforme sumerien change en Semitic en 
Mesopotamie , 3500 IndoAryans Italic, Celtic , Germanic , Slavic , Latin , Ita. 
Spa.  P286 ,  600  Perse , concept femme  ´´Queen of the Whore demon´´ Pahlavi =
Bible creation du monde en 7jours et 1er Peché de femme avec diable P298
- Grande muraille chine 700 p350
- Champs Cereales ~4000 p442
- Culture (def : enterer les Morts ) 500000 p211
- Ville Jericho ~10350 Jordanie , Katal Huyuk 8500 (avec enceinte pierre, tour 
etc.) p426 , Babylon ~4000 Mesopotamie, Ur ~4000 , Nippur ~4000 , Altin-Bepo 
~3000 Russie (avec fortifications) p327
- Forteresse  Marsin ~6800 p426
- Syphilis Chine 1500 CE p361
- Australopiteque → 1 500 000 p211
  Homoerectus 1 500 000
  Neanderthal 500 000 (-35000)
  Homosapiens 100000

Exp
 A shift towards Nomadic adaptation occured. As drought and desertification 
intensified , famine , Starvation, mass migration and conflict inevitably 
developed, intensified, and have continued ever since. […] Warrior-nomad p103 
Prédominantly peaceful unarmored-matrist charactr p102 while it is more usual to
speak about these Matters in a smaller scale context, of pentius anger p106 the 
spirit of Wild nature , etc. portrait of a specific time-period, Revealing an 
ongoing historical process, Saharasian Spatial pattern is very Real, a 
heretofore previously hidden pattern deeply imbeded within  […] p109 Making the 
female breast a target for all kind of sexually  erotic aud sadistic impulses. 
P116 Misrepresent the biomedical Mutilation performed by Males, within the high 
caste of medical obstetrics and gynecology. P129 The entire Medico-magical 
´´health-care´´system, and by […] sex-anxious families […] and by the emotional 
collusion and agreement by the women upon whom it is perpetrated p130 Conspiracy
of silence by witch the public is led to believe … High-caste medical priests … 
self assured male Sadist-surgeon. P131 primitive dayas or witch-doctors carried 
out in the bush. Chasm between high-sounding rhetoric and reality, golden words 
and dirty deeds p132 children want to please their parents, to love them and be 
loved, but are totally unprepared for the sexual advances of a grown adult, with
fully mature genitalia. Society rightfully has a ´´taboo´´ against this kind of 
incest, wich is called pedophilia, child seduction, or chid rape when it occurs 
between unrelated individuals p139 youthful romances will be far less inclined 
to accept the dictates of a prent over emotionally-charged basic life decisions,
such as choice of mariage partner p141 The leaders of most kingdoms within or 
surrounding Saharasia were in fact, gargantuan fornicators,, massing harems with
wives and concubines numbering in the hundreds or even thousands p146 harem 
developed as major islands within a larger sea of female subordination arranged 
mariages p147 a man with many working wives and chidren can accumulate more 



wealth than a man with a single wife and only a few children. This is quite a 
large labor ressource, and the husband father is given full legal rights to 
control both the very lives and property of the entire wealth-producing 
enterprise !wih the historical change from a barter to cash economy in those 
areas, and with similar changes to cash export crops over crops for local […] 
(coffee over beans, for examples) the accumulation of capital became possible 
[…]

one interesting social shift  Hence one can see how sex-economic factors clearly
interrelate with other purely economic factors, providing a very clear, if not 
depressing understanding of social forces perpetuating a low status for womens, 
dramatic population growth, environemental deterioration, and political, 
Regional and tribal conflicts. P148  virginity taboos wich block sexual access 
to females by young men p158 special ´´christian brothels´´ founded by the 
Church of Rome n the middle-ages. The end of a hardwinter Celebrating p159 
youthful Romance and love-match marriages, eventually break down the caste 
system p172 However, the correlation between despotism and hydrolic society … 
desertification p176 a bit perplexed about the unrestrained sex lives of the 
youth in these societies (hyper-critical in their assessment of native medicine 
p181 any botanicals wich they believe to affect the giving or witholding of life
a surrunded by powerful Taboos which prevent their disclosure to an outsider. 
P182 a reasonable attemt have been made to searsh out references […] but the 
male laboratory Researchers simply laughed at her suggestions that they be 
tested for contraceptives effeciveness (MDC) A source of native healing folklore
and wisdom. Juices and boiled teas were made freom the stalks and roots plants 
p187 tribal units had been absorbed into the central state, or sharply eroded by
intrusion of new migrant cultures … were pushed towards more extreme patrism […]
and some limits to the autority of the catholic church over family matters p202 
as the entire globe could not be discussed in explicit termes simultaneusly 
(répitition in the material) (MDC) p206 Portion east of the Red Sea a Zone of 
suspicion  (One might politely call Saharasia, particularly its portion… ) 
p209 . Rock art of the dry phase reflects a definite change of style and subject
matter […] a certain gentle and bold quality not present in the later arid phase
´´ the older they are, the more evident the refinement and artistic sense with 
which they are executed ´´ lacks its artistic flavor, it appears abstract and 
stickman-lke, without the grace and sensitivity of earler rendering. One could 
argue that the arid phase Rock art is really not art at all, nut merely 
graffito, or haphazard scrawing, indicativ of a certain loss of emphasing upon 
art. This view is supported by a review … ) p224 Began to reflect the intrusion 
of different groups of peoples, Rock pictures . ( the region) p232 after the 
invader were absorbed or overthrown … Everything is exhaustion.´´ it is no 
wonder that writtings of this periods contain lamentations and skeptiscism about
the meaning of life. P232 a ´´flogging society´´ was instituted where commoners 
genuflected to god-kings p233
Another period of social unrest occured … successfuly revolted from egyptian 
control p234 The name zas defaced […] . Her name was defaced. She was opposed by
antifeminist elements in the military p235 160 chidren from a small army of 
wives and concubines possessing a large Retinues emphasized the rôle of the 
military. Such phallic representations are a give-away to a deep culture wide 
insecurity about sexual potency . ´´Nile Nasamone´´´´ Naked Garamantes ´´ p237 
Many of these characteristics were in later years also transmitted by bantu 
groups p238 Large pits have been excavated These evidences speaks of relatively 
moist condition . Concepts in family structure .. in Sexual behavior looded 
Egypt ´´The revolutionary Gentlewomen in Egypt p239 Their recent redicovery by  
[…] matrilineal p234 the well have fallen or gone dry p240 in christian 
philosophers   […] general ground to a halt p242 adopting Islam only nominally 
p244 philosophers of the foreign group dictated more or less the subordonate 
nature of women and chidren ( the stimulus of invasion exherbited these 
tendencies but stimulating raiding between bordering states […] tribal/ethnic 
groups p245  these few sentences only serve to briefly contrast the affects of 2
diferent […] power p246 eolian deposit , most salient of the topographic 
features p242 fabulous fresoes and carvings of North Africa .. in qualitative 
sense p249 Settlement were located near the regions of the wadis. Runoff 



agriculture allowed mixed agricultural/pastoral/hunting settlements here and 
there p250 codif.. in law this ongoing social transformation p252 upon attitudes
about sexuality were basicaly wept off the map […] totalitarian Islamic state 
were established , generaly lead by debauched Tyrants .. ´´holy war´´ against 
´´inferior´´ this family life and sexual-emotional configurations of Islamic 
society were scarcely alterede. From a sex-economic Perspective . Awash in 
trillion of petro-dollars, the anti-sex, anti-female ideology of Islamist 
supremacy … creating social tensions and suicide-homicide bumber, mass-murder 
terrorism worldwide directed against the hated nonbelievers, or muslims of less 
fanatical lifestyles. ´´multicultural´´ openess has allowed in the W. ...one may
expect a continued andamplifying global clash of culture , as  Islamic-
Saharasian  ideology and behavior slowly asserts itself through continued 
outmigration and demographic expansion p254 climatic pendulations  (Regarless of
) p256 climate change factors which would inhibit regrowth of tree p257 It is 
perfectly apparent that large parti of syrie had soil and forests and springs 
and rivers, while it has none of these now...´´ Hugues Butler H.S. p258 Climatic
oscilation p260 factors that have often affected life in these area 9soil 
exhaustion, animal axhaustion, animal disease, drought, nomadic incursions and 
the like , ) p261  the cultural structure of the Levant and Mesopotamia p262 
butchering their favoring wives, concubines and servants … buried alive in 
obvious crouching positions … a man in charge of the whip assigned to beat 
schoolboys at the slightest hint of disobedience p264 wave after wave of these 
peoples swept out of the anatolian/Iranian highlands and […] the fertile 
crescent was flooded with what the Babylonians called Khabiru (hebrew) Peoples, 
identified as ´´vagrants, refugees, and waderers´´ The Great Flood of the 
Babylonians and Hebrew, was dated to this Period C. 2300 BCE p265 the 
encroachment of sand dunes was a recurent menace. The flesh was not see 
inherently evil and Celibacy itself was considered a violation of the biblical 
injunction to be ´´fruitful´´ instinctive nature of the family … Some new twists
were also apparent p266 merciless bloodlust tactics emerged supreme over Period 
were harsher and more compulsive than in previous time (harsher) p268 It is hard
to realize how greatly Petra has changed p272 fossil deposit p273 forcibly 
castrate or mutilate the sexual organs of anyone unfortunate enough to fall in 
their hands . Against the ´filth of intercourse. Violating the incest taboo when
the childs saved but sold into bondage, night be met by the parent in a brothel 
p275 a tongue of moisture penetrates inland along the southern edge of these 
mountain, bringing light winter rains, and snow p278 Plant … being assaulted by 
humans and herd animals p279 and often loose themselves in the sand [.] old 
river courses now blocked by sand deposition p281 subsequent developments in the
history of warfare can be traced p281 xerophile (mollusque) 

dépredation p285 female figurines of a naturalistic style, including animals and
mother-child motifs were found in the ruins , similar artifacts … p285 indo-
Aryans who were at the time harassing peoples farther west. Cultural contact 
p285 Minoan crete also yielded influences from the East p285 Indo-Aryan pushed 
through the indus valley . P289 these freer conditions were gradually erroded 
under pressure similar to those experienced upon the mainland. Minoan Possessed 
a very high status for women. Minoan crete focused upon the female, and women 
were not secluded their dress often exposing the bare breast p290 the 
provocative dress of both sexes and their easy mingling, a spirit best 
understood through its opposite, the total veiling and seclusing of Moslem women
under a faith which even denied them a soul ´´ Hawkes ´´a Splendid Godess 
queening it over a small and suppliant male god, and this concept must surely 
have expressed some attitude present in the human society that accepted it … the
fearless and natural emphasis on sexual life that ran throught all Religiou 
expression … was made obvious in the provocative … + Cretan Men and Women were 
everywhere accustomed do seeing a splendid … ) as quoted in Stone 1976 p48 p291 
Suggesting a society where females had leading social roles, equal to men, and 
where sexuality were openly expressed neither cloaked in mystery nor displayed 
in exagerated manners (as with phallic architecture and bas Relief in Egypt and 
later Rome) ..are expressive and joyful, filled with color and life. Realistic 
female statues … often mystified. Barebreasted female healer respected… 
needlessly portraying  the Minoans as a spiritually preoccupied ´´goddess
´´culture Likewise in short, there is a subtle evasion of the obvious, a 



reluctance among contemporary scholar… The peaceful matristic Minoans could have
been technologically superior to the patristic. P293 Relatvie Peace and 
isolation from the Mainland chaos p292 of central authority in those mainland 
infected areas. P294 Female images were degraded , into a stiff, emotion-less, 
deadly and de-sexualized ´´goddess´´, a fitting female companion to the 
authoritarian blood-drenched ´´gods´´ of the period, undisturbed, preserved p295
Gone are the bright, spiraling sparkling images of life and nature, of the soft 
and natural sexuality of earlier period p295 That early matristic peaceful 
societies were more in touch with the force of nature than later, armored 
Patristic cultures, consequently they understood the fundamental relationships 
between spiral forms and natural  processes, and also could see with their eyes 
the visible spiral movements of orgone ( life-energy ) in the athmosphere, 
spiral forms, therefore dominated the art Wor of the earliest peoples, while 
abstraciton, were dominant among later more armored cultural groups. The spiral 
movements of life energy phenomes were firstly described scientifically by 
Wilhelm Reich (1951) who also argued that animistic peoples were generally more 
in touch With life energy Processes in nature. Later armored armored cultures 
lost this visual capacity, lost organic sense contact with nature, and begun to 
mystify natural forces into various metaphysical abstractions, highgods, etc. . 
Thase same armored peoples, it is argued here, were very anti-child, anti-
sexual, and violent, arising firstly within Saharasia. (+ This generalized 
pattern in ancient pottery and artwork motifs was first observed and described 
by the swiss scholar Hanspeter Seiler (1992) who argued that early matristic. 
… ) p294 all trace of te mother-goddess cult disapeared ´´ Lebens, Energy and 
Matriarchat.  Pythagoreans regarding their revulsed attitude toward women and 
heterosexuality. P300 viewed salvation as reserved to the sage alone, he felt 
men should be free from passion and calmly accept all occurrences as the 
unavoidable Result of divine will/ indifference to eather pleasure or pain p301 
The hierarchal view of the male as superior to female developed parallel to the 
view of the human superior to all of the natural world  
. Aristotle (c. 350 BCE) a pupil of Plato and tutor of Alexander the Great, saw 
man as the highest of all creatures, superior to the female, with all the 
natural World having been created for him, saw the earth imovable center of 
universe p301 rampant deforestation and soil erosion ( these climatic and 
historical events took their toll upon the land as well as upon the fabric of 
human society …) only later was he touched with guilt over his deeds  Asoka 
´´the hypocrite´´ Slaughtened hundreds of thousands during his conquest […] with
all the deedly trapings of the caste system and hatred of the female. P302 Stoic
influences which opposed the free expression of emotion had completely permeated
the roman character structure by 350 BCE p303 compromise with sin. Constantine 
ordered rape to be punisheable by being burnt alive at the stake, or by being 
torn to pieces by wild beasts in the arena. This law was extended to include the
´´seduction´´ of unmarried girls under 25. If the girl said she consented, she 
too was likewas Murderer. Mariage would save the pair from death, but they were 
then exiled and their property confiscated. Slaves who helped arrange a liaison 
between ´´illegal´´ lovers were murdered by having molten lead poured down their
throats, and male slaves who had intercourse with free women were likiwise 
punished. Christian autocrats and bishops over such matters of daily life were 
harsh and sadistic  in the extreme (the rule*)  p306

for want of a bette name, are termed ´river p307 mass hysteria which gripped a 
community about to burn its ´´widows´´ […] in a carnival athmosphere […] or 
incapaciting her with a knife p303 absolute negation of female sexuality and 
instainctually directed sexual pleasure. P309 Chaste or ´´pure´´ abstinent, A 
much more difficult undertaking than celibacy. It was a era of sexual hypocra  ty   
and cruelty, when clerics Railed against various sexual heresies, but themselves
lived out les greatest licentioussness. P310 Vicious stories continued to be 
told to children to frighten them into obedience, that God would hold bad 
children ´´to roast over the pit of hell… red hot oven p313 Black death, Mass 
Murder of heretics, performed on sundays for the amusement of church going 
Christian, continued at a weary pace. P344 The limits of our six basins lie over
sixteen hundred miles apart from N. to S. and over 3 thousand […] the mechanism 
ofsuch changes and their absolute chronologies are still less certain … while 
evidence of Climate change is present, such changes are also strongly linked to 



human actions. P318 such pulsations in climate change is present, such changes 
are also strogly linked to human actions. P318 Such pulsations in climate, 
hydrological adjustments, and transformations of the landscape appear well 
documented, as are the outbreaks of militant nomads themselves. Factors such as 
politics, population growth, and economics have also played a rôle in these 
events, but such factors are not static. Indeed, they tend not only to interact 
dynamically with each other, but are stimulated in the first instance by climate
changes. Once triggered into movement, these processes overlapped in a common 
gestalt of events,  social chaos, migration  and invasions, transpired nearly 
simultaneously to a major shift in climate and environment. p319 these arid 
steppe regions are typically highly mineralized with sparse vegetation and very 
little organicmaterial, less than 1 %; abundant soda salts  such as carbonates, 
sulfates, and sodium chloride, refound either in the soils, or as surface 
deposits uncovered by both fixed and shifting sands, smaler sand deserts lie the
N. […] p320 periods of outward expansion p320 the stream discharged enough water
for longuer periods of p321 shifted their course […] to the chagrin of settled 
peoples. P322 ´´master of the creation of life and movement by the simplest of 
means.´´ ~Daiuk Manan p323 River … suported sedentary  neolithic fishing and 
hunting groups p328 the borders of which were constantly shifting. P329 
displacing the scythians who fled N. to harass Eastern Europe p330 Sediement 
p332 gathered enough power to oust the Mongols … p337 notions of erotic or 
romantic love were crushed under the boot heels of the early tsars, renown for 
their sadism. Black Plague p338 A cry was heard for more human treatment of 
wives and children, and in themselves challenged old beliefs about the nature of
the universe p341 Massive sandstorms p342 it was an era of lovemaking, poems, 
song and dance, which lasted up until… p449 Tong society appears to have 
institutionalized the previously random forms of debauchery and sadism of earler
years p355 The sex handbook of the period actually described the physical 
characteristics, such as haircolor, face shape, etc., of womon considered most 
suited or unsuitable for coitus. Extensives rules for lovemaking were formulated
p357 Budhists priests were forbidden from sexual indulgence, and could be killed
if they want into home where a woman lived alone, when found guilty, such 
priests were targeted for the severest of tortures involving skin flaying and 
molted lead. Under the anti-female and anti-heterosexual conditions, 
homosexuality flourished. P360 The Ming maintened a lavish and cruel style, 
mixed with confucian puritanism p360 The war against public tenderness and love 
heats up p363 (et pkjc) stealing a sweetkiss ´´confort girl´´ p363 fully-blown 
nomadism p364 desiccation occured before the development of a Patriarchal 
autoritarian warlike nomadism, and was a central mechanism in stimulating such 
changes in those areas. However … invaded shortly before the onset of arid 
condition p365 after they were anihilated  and replaced bu new inhabitants. More
importantly for this study, the beliefs, behaviors, social structures and 
institutions of the patriarchal autoritarian nomads were transplanted into the 
newly conquered regions, irrespective of climate . […] enterly transplanted the 
Saharasian fabric into Europe […] p366 Heartlands p366 or other key aspects of 
the Saharasian cultural complex anywhere […] confirm the past presence of a 
ubiquitously higher status for women, greater autonomy for chidren and 
adolescents. […] the Temporal and spatial geographc patterns of the Saharasian 
Cultural complex. […] fully confirm the overall Saharasian discovery, of human 
armoring, patrism and social violence being the product of biological Reactions 
to severes and prolonged drought-famine-starvation conditions, rather than 
something genetic and innate in the human Species. P368

If the general theorry on the origins of armored patrism in the process of 
desert formation is truly a global theory […] Ideally, a systematic 
reconstruction of historical and prehistorical events […] would have to be done 
for these area […] and the attribut ´´patrism´´ itself graduadly diluted with 
passage across oceania p369 the association between circumcision and despotic 
forms of central state and extreme hierarchy […] were clearly on the right 
track, but they lacked adequat data by which to test their theories p370 only 
the poor Maps of the early diffusionist ethnographers exist, which 
understandably have not been widely accepted. Even my own maps presented here, 
which are among the most detailed to be produced since 1930s, can only be 
considered as first approximation. […] locus […] ´´the high degree of 



correlation between rainfall and [population] in a city indicates that the 
Australian aborigenes are subject to a rigorous environmental determinism … ´´ 
J.B. Birdsell American Naturalist 1953 p171-207 p371 It is recolled that Reich 
felt such patrist traits had ´´invaded´´ their culture p372 these feeling of the
Trobiand Natives about compas direction toward which hapiness  or evil were to 
be found appear to be rooted in real historical events, namely the location 
farthest removed from where enemy war canoes first appeared on the horizon […] 
is not well known (history of the . ) […] and in other social characteristtics  
which fit very well  with the idea of patrist ocean voyagers. […] archipelago 
p373 this is an averaged situation, resultant from the existence of many […] 
Non-Random manner […] systematically correlated or geographically identified 
p375 antichild, antifemale, and antisexual attitudes and behaviors cannot derive
frm biological instinct alone, but are rooted in social or environmental 
phenomenon . Passed on from one generation to the next . […] p376 in short, the 
desert region of N. A. bear no realistic comparaison, in either intensity on 
size to those of Saharasian. P377 skull deformation showed the application of 
aesthetic standards to the human body […] p379 That is the simplest and most 
Straight-forward explanation possible, but requires the reader to abandon old 
dogmas about the Bering-strait as the only possible route or entry in […] not to
hold much hope  for having stimulated the genesis of patrism p380 with 
independant cultural invention occuring ever since .[…] stumblingblock […] 
fullyblown form […] between the 2 regions have also been noted […] flaying alive
of prisoners […] arguing […] I have not researched the chronologiy of onset of 
patrism in the Pacific N.W. but the direction of migration, to the S. […] a 
detailed discussion […] p381 the above Idea are offered only for suggestion and 
I will resist presenting additional evidence […] a first approximation p382 
These overlapping qualities further prove the validity of the discovery laid out
in this work, of a major global geographical pattern imbeded within the data, 
Revealed only when it is mapped. P382 Undertaken, independently, via several 
different Methods. P390 In other words, Reich´s Sex-economi theory described 
human behavior in that 400-culture sample in a precise and robust maner. […] no 
other theory on human behavior has such a powerful and systematic axplanatory 
capacity for these same, widely used […] highly-structured geographical patterns
[…] peer-reviewed […] constitute yet another strong proof of the overall theory 
and basic starting assumptions. One does not ever see such highly-structured 
patterns on maps and in nature, without a causal principe at work […] Map is 
controversial, that it inavertently forces into dicussion other hotly-debated 
issues (such as adolescent sexuality, family issues or pre-Columbian contacts) 
cannot be helped, and no genuine scholar will shrink from an open discussion of 
these incredible spatial correlations which by themselves provide yet another 
form of independent supportive evidence. […] a detailed analysis of 
environmental conditions within Saharasia […] map was generally matched by the 
exceptionally harshliving conditions, and by Specific vegetational and cultural 
characteristics f this other place on Earth was found to possess the above 
characteristics in unisson, and Saharasia appear, on the maps as the central 
core of these same environmentally-extreme or historically related features. The
spatial pattern on the world Behavior Map was thereby given additional Support, 
within the context of […] p392 ancient art work p393 Minor climatic pulsations 
[…] general long-term trend towards . Hyperarid conditions. p394

Peoples in the wetter regions were incresingly displaced, provoked to defend 
themselves, and/or conquered by the militant nomads […] Saharasia proper was 
incessantly overrun and criss-crossed by various nomad warrior groups who 
struggled with each other for dominance of the dessicating landscape. Dramatic 
widespread drought and famine condition […] p395  a migration-invasion process 
of great antiquity was not as systematic or detailed as with the Old world […] 
deadly patrism … When they came into conflict with Indo-Aryan and/or semitic 
invaders – which in any case marked the end of their civilisations. P396  An 
unbroken chain of events […] In this manner […] connected, logically and 
spatially […] Modern expression of patrism Taken together […] sex-affirmative 
character […] Self-regulated emotional pattern following the pleasure-principle,
as first articulated […] carried forward … ´´The Sex Contract.´´ Fishes. 
Structuring of family units based upon mutualypleasurable biological impulses 
[…] physical anthropology p397 Psychopathology […] surface layer […] via 



socially-approved trauma and repression […] the bonds of romantic love and 
mutually-pleasurable sexual attraction between male and female which keep 
families together in a non-compulsive manner. […] the bounds of Saharasia […] as
the great drying-up occured […] the patrist behaviors, attitudes, and 
institutions, which developed within Saharasia after it dryed-up are best 
explained as late biocultural adaptations and responses to the pressures and 
trauma of desertification and recurring famine. […] peer-reviewed for  accuracy.
They reflect cultural material […] was […] cultural processes originaly 
stimulated by widespread climate transitions towards aridity and famine [..] in 
ancient times. The climate-change which created Saharasian desert belt was the 
greatest single global environmental change and catastrophe to occur since the 
end of Pleistocen Ice Age, and it has profound consequences for […] and their 
[…] p398 vindicate and exend most of the points given in […] new independant 
nations […] it also kills or assaults everything wchich is wild or uncontrolled 
in nature. […] and thesis … p399 life-layer of the planetary biosphere 
environment ecosystem […] supression of knowledge […] emotional desert […] 
characterological […] fundamental aspect of this problem p399 free expression of
pleasure-directed biological impulses, which celebrate and protect mother-love 
and sexual love, destructive poisonous contemp for the natural world […] lacking
economic power […] concrete aspects of patrism and armoring [...]top most 
position of importance (men at the . ) […] in direct proportion . […] feering of
being part of the larger web of life […] expansive bioenergetic connection to 
nature. […] emotionally better adjusted to existence within a toxic deforested 
wasteland than within the throbbing and pulsing web of life. We are caucht in a 
suicidal symbiosis – an emotional conspiracy – with the desert itself, expanding
and enlarging the desert even into our own emotional and social structure. Homo 
normalis, the ape who think more than feel, is busy turning the only living blue
planet in the solar system into toxic, lifeless sand and dust ! There is far 
more than metaphor to these relationships. […] the problem is surely more than 
just of ´´dominating males´´, it is both males and females who have absorbed 
into their guts the same anti-pleasure, emotional/cultural structure. P400 It is
also shocking to hear some feminists apologize for or even suporting male 
circumcision. This attitude itself reveals  a certain castrated rage directed 
towards men. […] but the larger problem is truly one of both men and women. 
Unconscious elements of fear and rage underlay the surface-facade attitudes of 
both men and women regarding sexuality and childrearing, though in this latter 
area women  generally play a more central rôle […] sex-economic dynamic […] 
´´Gossip systems´´ p401 (p402. Edit err/en pkjc) aconsiderable social and sexual
tension permeates the athmosphere. P404 She was definitely a member of a tiny 
minority. P409 ´´cooled a woman off´´ […] cleaner´´ […] burning heat […] 
´´sexual anarchy´´ p409 ´´more potent´´ p409 I did not challenger him on this 
p410. Cultural friction […] unspoken point of friction between Arab and Israeli 
of a most intense form.[…] and cutting up with Jokes and the like in a manner 
familiar in the W. p413 uneasily shifted her gaze back and forth between the 
desert and the Israeli teens. […] distressed and anxious. […] democratic 
theocracy […] Eyeballed […] gawked (plus the constant watching eyes of everyone 
else on the streets p406) p414 that frustrated love turns hateful […] (suffer 
under a most strongly formulated incest taboo. P410) Unattainable grapes are 
believed to be sour p414

The modern expressions of this pattern could be, and should be more fully 
discussed and described. […] did she ever make some daring, bold move to break 
free of her situation ? […] Narcotic petroleum p415 We have become so accustomed
to warfare and violence as the ´´norm´´ that we have difficulty even 
conceptualizing there might be, or might have been in our most ancient past, 
another mode of social existence free of the horrors of warfare  and all but the
most uncommon examples of interpersonal violence. […] I undertook one of the 
most systematic global cross-cultural investigations on human behavior and the 
origins of violence that has ever been undertaken. […] this work demonstrated a 
previously unknow global geographical pattern […] the newly discovered 
geographical pattern […] demonstrated a strong spatial correlation […] 
synonymous with Wilhelm R.´s definition of highly armored character structures) 
[…] in W.R. monumental clinical discovery of human armoring, the biophysical 
source of neurotic behaviors and impulses towards sadism and brutality, and the 



wellspring for virtually every authoritarian social structure which exists, or 
which has ever existed […] Mapped p423 mapped showed a very strong correlation 
between the first dry-up of Saharasia … to the general origin of human social 
violence […] database p424 where a specialist is required to point out what is a
head or arm or torso, cannot be easily held up to conclude much of anything. 
Especially when a simple line bisecting such a drawing is then interpreted as a 
´´spear´´[…] however, a tower by itself does not warfare make. P426 the error 
is, extrapolating the evidence backward in time […] ´´disturbed human behavior´´
Bar-yosef […] Have undergone such frequent radical re-assessment in their 
interpretation. […] we are left with the impression of the blind men encounterin
the elephant...´´ Evans (ruine) […] (regrettably, these are too often 
misrepresented in popular account as ´´fortification´´ through the error of 
mixing the dates of first habitation with the lates for appearanc of first 
violence, without careful reference. The error is … ) p427 taken together, these
data demonstrate ~p430 A buried anger toward the child (ie, a willingness to 
inflict painfuf trauma upon babies for the sake of ´´cultural tradition´´) p435 
climatic reconstruction toward a slightly moister situation in those regions, 
[…] modern ´´outback´´ steppe or savana-like climate, inland from the coastal 
zone p436 locational comparison p437 His own basic assumptions of the 
inevitabilty of war (… which unfortunately tended do bias everything toward his 
own basis …) (débu marqué en exp.) p443 such positive ion can generate feelings 
of irritability […] Biometeorological effect p87 their livestock p85 animals in 
the wild […] Response patterns (reasonable models for ) p83 understandably, the 
major concern during famine ~p70 The most extreme matrism (the least patrist) 
(enfin! dj.) p70 the Strong unidirectional correlations observed here were 
anticipated, a-priori, or predicted from a robust theory of human behavior, sex-
ec. ) p69 for social theory testing […] mass characterological pathos at work, 
into various reactionary movements p68 in one of his last writings, R. 
articulated an observable connection between armoring and desert. Following a 
period of extending  athmospheric researsh in the desert of Arizona, 1954-1955, 
he discussed how deserts ´´such dry´´ the juicyness of plant and animal life 
which  developed a thick and prickly outer covering against the hostile 
environment […] p50 The ´´fuel´´ of pleasure-anxiety (chronic sexual frustration
and undischarger emotional-energe Tension – the ´´fuel´´ exp …) p44 physical 
affection was absent p39. Students and professor with a researsh interest in R.
´s findings often ublish their findings under pseudonim, and medicalstudents 
even hide R. book […] this latter insult to R. […] p34 Heterosexual Sex-
repression p15 Pushed out of central Asia by other militant groups in chain 
reaction of events which started in china p302. ´´social control of sex 
expression´´ May G. p300 barber surgeons p314 Mass insanity p314 the highlands 
between Anatolia and India ( C0 dj. ) p314 scorched-earth tactics (famine ) p315
In general, the belt of territory streching from Europe into Anatolia across 
Iran, Pakistan, and India has, in the past, possessed the highlest levels of 
military and social vioolence, and the harshest cruelties to women and chidren 
of any region on Earth p310 ( C0 ) ; intractable church authority p316 
Niebelungenlied epic , where germanic troops drank the blood of the fallen 
Hunnish foe […] the affects of … upon the … p333 Foreiners who refused to pay 
homage to his image were killed. p336

Prénoms

- Sadd : digue p233 - Margo : Mort p268 – Allat : Deesse musulman p252 ( Sun ) -
Phaistos : ville en Crete (Hephaistos Vulcain ) - Moors : pheniciens p244 
( ´´Matamoro´´. SPA. ) - Philo : Saint antiSex 30 p241 – Malabar : Sud Inde , 
ville , Matriarcale sans widow sacrifice – Pyre : Bucher funeraire p315 



( pyrénées ) - Cohen – khan : Haut prétre. P348 – kamikaze : vent divin p360 – 
Cong fou : femme passif p350 ( kung ) - Vandal : wanderer vagabond p242 ( cheval
) - Jafr : depression Jordnalie S.E. ( Aladin ) - bohemia ville asie centrale 
p328 – Sheba , reine – Ashtoreth , deesse – Hatshepsut , reine – Ashera , fille 
de 9 ans, 2eme femme de Muhamed Islam – Ayesha , reine ( She ) - Bushman : pygmy
( C3 , A2 , BE ) sub. Au Bantu ( Nicolas ) - Jack : l´etrange noel de Mr. Jack ,
Jack et le haricot magique (beenstalk) , Jack-terrier (mon premier chien ´´Max´´
, Jaquier (chene du mariland importé en europe en ~1840 ) , Jacquerie ( revolte 
des ouvrier de la soi lyonnais contre machine de Jacquard en ~1840 ) , 
LumberJack (chemise de bucheron a carreau ) (Prenom dj. Edit ) - Kabala : Mongol
→ Russe , bondage ( cabale ) - Dasyu : dasi , sanscrit , esclave non ayrian 
( Daysie ? ) p28 – auto-da-fe : acte de foi (autodafe) – Osman : sultan ~1600 
(Haussman Paris architecture ) - Roxelana : mariée fille de Suleiman 
( Roxane ? ) - Suleiman : caliph ottoman ~1550 ´´The Magnificant´´ (Soleil ?) 
p315 – Raja : roi indiens Vijayanagar ( rage, rageux ? ) p308 – Abba : uncle 
prophet Muhamed Abbasids (groupe musique ? ) - Slaves : esclaves GR. Lat. , 
migration of P332 - Barbie : barbecue austra -Sati , Suttee : chaste woman 
SANSCRIT ( café ) - Asoka : ´´The great´´ Empereur Asie ( Asuka evangelion ) - 
Berserk : losing all sense of autopreservation - Sharia : ´´ the way of the 
water ´´ Signification Islam ~800 CE . 

Pkjc

If the phenomenon of war is ever to be understood and finally ended. P106 these 
cultural factor are clear signs of armoring, sexual anxiety and genital 
impotence, these men … which itself can block the individual from tender 
feelings towards a single partner, and drive them towards a constant seekingout 
of unattainable gratification with diferent sexual partners . System emphazing 
military regimentation , warfare and slavery ( have been raised under social 
systems ) p146 I read and made detailed outline notecards for several hundred 
major foundational articles, books and compendium, adressing climate, 
migrations, culture, warfare, religion, sexuality. Etc. … I read and outlined 
various sources, the most scholarly and up-to-date I could find (not always 
easy) , and continued digging until the sources began to repeat themselves 
suggesting I had adequately reviewed available evidence for a particular region.
Approximately 10000 detailed noteCards where thereby created, each with its own 
citation (s) When this exhausting 2 year exercice was finished – a project which
temporarily transformed me into the ´´Hermit of the library stacks´´ at the 
university. Kansas […] essential facts emerged […] when properly organized and 
reviewed p106 neither do any of them take a firm and unwavering focus upon the 
environment of the infant, child or female, or include sexuality from the 
standpoint first outlined by R. . The works of Huntington Velikovsky and Bell do
emphasize the rôle of major environmental change as a force to initiate change 
in human behavior and social structure, but are rather vague about exactly how 
social change proceed , or how distant regions not influenced by climate change 
are also subject to profound social change p215 Great Sand Sea […] climatic 
optimum p217 Methode p106 Cultural center in Egypt, the Aegean , Anatolia , 
Mesopotamia , and The Indus valley declined , Related to the widespread 
desiccation, famine, migrations and invasions of the period. P280 The parfumed 
garden  ( by Nefzaou ) have done a great disservice to humans emotion by making 
the harem appear as a place of romance, erotic passion, and enormous sexual 
gratification. In truth, the harem system bred murderous intrigues, sadistic 
cruelties, eunuchs, extreme sexual frustration, pathologie, disease, suicide and
enormous misery. Again, the pattern is of competition for access to water in a 
drying region with fortification […] p324 a culture which , like a volcano, 
continued to erupt, until its lava covered a great part of Europe and the Near 
E. p327 social institutions. Which were an antifemale, antichild, and antisesuad
Nature. ~P346 As harsh as these conditions appear from our present perspective, 
they marked a slow turning point from previous years when celibacy was 
glorified, and woman ran the danger of being mutilated and burned alive by sex- 
and woman-hating Christian Clergy Simply because of their soft and sexual 
appearance, or for their intelligence, or wealth. P340 the abandonment of 



swadding allowed young children, for the first time, to explore their own 
bodies, and also determine their own bowel functions more readily, Corporal 
punishment in the schools and severes whipping of children was criticized in 
Britain, and some reforms were enacted. P341 Smil has summarized the more recent
phases of desertification in China, as well as attemps to combat it. ( Smil V., 
the bad Earth, 1984 ) p352. Woman were even regarded as wifes of the gods, and 
blood from defloration seemed holy. With these concepts in the background … 
strict injunction. P356 Again, other social conditions prevalent in China fit 
the overall pattern seen elsewhere in Saharasia p361 but in general the prior 
feudal masters were simply replaced by a new group of Communist Party task-
Masters p362 ( erreur : dans exp la derniere ) women were given the vote, and 
other changes appeared which had a significant influence upon the affairs of 
women and young peaple in Japon p363 a connection to the Old World Mediterranean
group is possible ( Regarding patrism in Mesoamerica p381 The enterprise of 
Coluumbus, if it occured today, would without question be called genocide, with 
accurate comparison to the atrocities of Hitler or any of the worlds most cruel 
and thuggish brutes. P383 and no genuine scholar will shrink from an open 
discussion of these incredible Spatial Correlations […] p391 . Taken together, 
the prior Chapters demonstrate the earliest appearance of armored patrism within
Saharasian, with a subsequent diffusion to distant lands . An unbroken chain of 
events has been demonstrated, from these earliest time to the first appearance 
of patrism, up into the Modern era. In this manner, the ancient archaelogical 
and historical material are connected , logically and spatially with the more 
recent cross-cultural, anthopological data . Modern expressionsof patrism are 
thereby shown to have ancient connections to a process which began c.4000 BCE, 
but no earlier. (faćon de penser) p397 My rôle was to apply a set of powerful 
basic starting assumptions to the data, and to map them. ( Methode) p398 do to 
move themselves […] farther into the ´´Unarmored Matrist´´ side of the equation.
[…] one´s self, family and friends on matters of sex-economic importance is 
oftens time-consuming and difficult task, but in unavoidable and centrally-
important. […] AIDS Mass-hysteria is also the leading anti-sexual brain-wash of 
Century […] unscientific nonsens about […] is of inestimable value in liberating
human emotion and sexuality. ( Educating … ) None of these problems will be easy
to change, but change they must if patrism is to be restrained and defeated. […]
must become more willing to confront hate filled authoritarian in our own 
cultures
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Whither it is someone beating a child in public, a preacher-pedophile in the 
community, bearded Mulahs demanding their ´´rights´´ to poligamy and the veil, 
or plaguey journalists and politicians working to amplify patristic tendencies 
through rumor mongering and pestilent legislation active citizen groups have 
been historically essential in restraining patrism and restoring matrism in the 
West, but there now is a pressing need to caring these reforms directly into the
more highly armored totalitarian cultures, within Islamic Saharasia. P482 ( is 
explicit about what […] make the world a more rational and peaceful place […] 
but it remain an open question if sufficient numbers of their peoples can break 
free from the icy death-grip of Islamic ideologu . […] clearly do not provide 
any short-term solution […] actvely venting their collective cultural rage […] 
p402 (edit err == exp)) a profound need for gentle and matristically-oriented 
physicians to add theirs voices to the criticisms of modern hospitaal medicine. 
P402 This patten could be and should be more fully discussed and described. Also
needing clear and open discussion are the Saharasian behavior adopted within the
W. democraties, notably the U.S.A., since the end of World War II. Ie, male 
circumcision : AIDS hysteria ; ´´abstinence education´´ , pathologizing of 
adolescent heterosexuality and ´´normalizing´´ pedophilia and child pornography,
the ´´war´´ on selected illegal ´´street drug´´ with antithetical pushing of 
toxic but legal ´´Medical drugs ´´ to schoolchildren, the dramatic growth of the
prison population in the USA ; the western addiction to the new narcotic, 
petroleum imported from Saharasia. This latter phenomenon currently has the 
Western democraties trapped in a deadly St.Vitus dance with different Saharasian
extreme-patrist dictatorships, who control the Spigot. And it must be point out 



how advocats of both liberal and conservatvive politic have preferentially 
supported many of these pathologies, even while rejecting others. But this 
discussion must wait for another time, to do the topic the justice it deserves 
pxxx The point of interest for this paper, and for my Saharasian discovery, are 
the locations and chronology of the various archaeological sites ( nuances. ) 
p437  obvious Mechanisms related to environmental pressues […] framework of 
Saharasian theory p435 but Nevertheless does occur […]  falls down into the 
realm of ambiguous speculation at best, If the eye of an ordinary person cannot 
detect violence in the Rock art scenes. P440 the close geographical associations
are, in fact, striking. P441 this author was as bold in its unsuported claims 
and assertions of […] take great care in presenting archaelogical evidence. P443
I call this large global swath of aridity Saharasia, to assist in identifying 
its distinct environment and, as will be demonstrated, unique cultural 
characteristics. […] while the term ´´Saharasia´´ is my own, the region itself 
has been discussed before by others ; Huzayyin, S. : ´´Change In Climate, 
Vegetation, And Human Adjustment In The Saharo-Arabian Belt. ~was Mann Von , Man
changing […] asia […] 1973 p93 the spirit and intent are everywhere the same […]
to turn the woman into an object which conforms to certain social standards of 
desirability. P63 ( the desert as the primary agent for shaping human character 
structure […] historical framework (error : dans exp)) outline several lines of 
reasoning and evidence, other than those given by Reich , […] p51 

Dieu Desse  (suite)
- Horus p231 3300 Roi Menes, followers of […] egypt, taller people, big skull … 
1er pharaon. - Osiris, dieu des morts , esclavage, concubines etc ) - Amon 
( fatherliness, Sungod, livre des morts ) - Innin (mother goddess 3500 , epics 
of Gilgamesh, + deesse piestess u et chaos . - Marduk ( babylon , assassine sa 
mére Tiamat. - Tiamat ( deesse creation ) - Humban ( Mari de Tiamat ) (pére des 
´´faibles´´ ) - Inshushinok ( Roi des dieux ´´pére des pauvres ) - Yahweh 
( Dieu, prophet ; Abraham , Indo-Aryan background ~2300 , Ur Canaan babylon 
Hebrew) – Enlil ( Babylon , dieu des punitions et compulsif, Babylon 

   


